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SHELLFISH FIFTH EXPERIMENT ACCELERATED DETOXIFICATION SYSTEM FOR LIVE MARINE SHELLFISH CONTAMINATED BY PSP TOXINS



CRAFT CONTRACT N° QLK1-CT-2002-72076 DELIVERABLE D 16



1. PRESENTATION 1.1 The experiment This experiment was the fifth of the project. It was performed at IFREMER laboratory in Nantes, last February 2004, with a batch of 3 x 40 oysters distributed in 3 raceways. This experiment was expected to explore the effects of another fodder alga : Skeletonema costatum on detoxification kinetics when supplied either as pure culture or concentrated paste in the circuit. S.costatum live cells concentration was expected to reach 20,000 cells / ml so as to obtain 1.5 mg L-1 of TPM in raceway 1. S.costatum concentrated paste was obtained from IFREMER coastal station of Bouin (Atlantic coast). Previous assays had demonstrated that sea water dilutions of this paste produced cytoplasm retraction of dead cells but without any changes in cell walls morphology and with no observable bacterial proliferation. Paste dilutions were prepared to obtain the same cell concentration in the circuit that the one with pure culture (live cells) in raceway 2. In raceway 3 PSP contaminated oysters were not fed (control). Contamination step was again proceeded with Alexandrium minutum but with a concentration threshold slightly higher than the two previous experiments on oyster, i.e : 300400 cells ml-1, in an attempt to reach higher initial toxicities within 10 days continuous feeding. As already stated in the third experiment the toxification and detoxification phases in all three experimental raceways were realised at 16° C, in order to avoid any interference between temperature and concentration effects. As previously, a statistical comparison of the slopes of the linear regressions redrawn from exponential detoxification trends (Ln transformation of toxin contents) was performed. 1.2 Team The project team is unchanged (see deliverable D 11). 1.3 General objective The main objective of the project is kept unchanged, i.e. : To detoxify in 4 to 6 days from 200 µg STX eq.100 g-1 level to less than 80 µg STX eq.100 g-1. The particular objective of the 5th experiment was to compare S.costatum and I.galbana specific efficiencies as detoxification diets and to investigate the appropriateness of S.costatum paste as a cheaper equivalent detoxification diet.
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1.4 Schedule The schedule of the two main phases is : - toxification beginning on February 16th for 10 days. - detoxification beginning on February 26th for 8 days. 2 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 2.1 Arrangements The arrangements of the experiment room is kept unchanged. 2.2 Experimental schedule for « S.costatum concentrated paste » assays As already specified, the schedule of the whole experiment comprises : 1. Fluorometers calibration, flow rate checking (natural seawater), algal concentration levels checking (culture vessels), algal paste samples weighed and then diluted in sea water every two days 2. Oyster acclimation at 16°C, sampling for reference (0 state) HPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography) analysis 3. Alexandrium minutum -based contamination process : 300-400 cells.ml-1 during 10 days, at 16°C 4. Destruction tank periodically supplied with sodium hypochloride concentrated solution (bleach) 5. Skeletonema costatum -based detoxification process : 20,000 cells.ml-1 during 8 days at 16°C. 2.3



Experimental schedule for « S.costatum concentrated paste » assay data recording and processing The main parameters which are recorded and processed are : - Fluorescence s and temperature continuous recording - Discrete cell countings (Coultronics © Multisizer) - Discrete ammonia analyses, seston filtration and weighing, daily bio-deposits production, TPM (Total Particulate Matter), POM (Particulate Organic Matter) and PIM (Particulate Inorganic Matter) calculations - Diurnal shell-valve activity - Oysters daily sampling during detoxification process for HPLC analysis - Oysters meat extractions and storage for further HPLC analysis.
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3 RESULTS 3.1 Ammonia Ammonia is supposed to have some effects on bivalves filter feeding activity as soon as its concentration in sea water exceeds highest values encountered in coastal areas during max chlorophyll a concentration and bloom conditions, i.e. : NH4 = 20 atg.l-1. As a consequence, NH4 daily monitoring in sea water was realised once again and sea water renewed every two days in the circuit. Experimental observations (Fig 1) show that NH4 production was 2 fold lower than the suspected threshold during contamination step (with cyclic variations linked to sea water renewals) and at least 5 to 10 fold lower during the detoxification step.
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Figure 1
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3.2 A.minutum and S.costatum discrete counting Daily discrete counting (Fig 2) of either A.minutum or S.costatum in each raceway was realized with Coulter Counter © Multisizer device. Mean concentrations threshold of 321.6 cells.ml-1 for A.minutum and 14,300.ml-1 (pure culture) and 29,800.ml-1 (concentrated pastes) for S.costatum were obtained, which means detoxification values slightly lower and higher than the expected threshold of 20,000 cells ml-1 and despite frequent adjustments of fluorometer calibration. (during detoxification step RC1 = raceway supplied with S.costatum pure culture, RC2 = raceway supplied with S.costatum concentrated paste and RC3 = no food or control) 100 000
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Figure 2 Discrete counting
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Figure 2b : Seston mean concentrations and sde
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3.3 3.3 Shell Valve activity An easy way to check bivalves physiological state is the observation of diurnal shell valve activity as a control of feeding (clearance rate) and breathing behaviour. The ratio between oysters actively clearing water (opened valves) and the total amount of experimented oysters was evaluated every hours in each raceway (Fig 3). During contamination phase a sharp decrease in clearing activity was observed at day 2nd, like in the previous experiments of 2003, but also, later on, on day 6 and until day 8, then followed by a gradual increase, up to # 60 % activity at the end of the contamination phase, i.e. a steady level roughly equal to the initial shell valve activity. During detoxification process highest activities are observed with S.costatum culture and the lowest with sea water control (no added food), shell valve activities obtained with concentrated paste being intermediary.
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Figure 3 Shell Valve activities
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3.4 Cumulated Bio-Deposition rate (faeces + pseudo-faeces) When daily cumulated mean individual bio-deposits production (faeces + pseudo-faeces) is plotted for raceways 1 and 2 during detoxification step it can be assumed (Fig 4) that : - raceway 1 (14,300 cells.ml-1) depict a far higher bio-deposition rate than raceway 2 (29,800 cells.ml-1). - when compared to April and October 2003 observations it appears that October daily cumulated bio-deposition rates for I.galbana 12,000 cells ml-1 and 0.6 mg.l-1 TPM showed a pattern similar to raceway 2 during detoxification phases, i.e. # 90 to 150 mg.d-1.g-1 dry weight at detoxification day 8. Conversely, bio-deposition rates during detoxification step in raceway 1 are considerably increased when compared with the two previous experiments. This observation must be analysed on the basis of TPM values which were undoubtedly the highest with S.costatum pure culture used as fodder algae, i.e. 2.28 ± 0.77 mg.l-1 and which resulted in high levels of pseudo faeces production in raceway 1 all along the 8 days detoxification.
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Figure 4 Cumulated bio-deposition rates during detoxification process
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3.5 PSP toxins concentrations in each sampled oyster All toxicity data were analysed and plotted on a single graph (Fig 5) against the 80 µg STX eq.100 g-1 sanitary threshold (ST). Besides, mean toxicities and detoxification kinetics (exponential trends) were analysed (Fig 6). It is of particular interest to stress that : - mean toxin concentrations at detoxification day = 0 are considerably lower (40 60 µg STX eq.100 g-1as average toxic levels) than in April and October experiments. - as a consequence, except some individual toxicity initial values at day = 0 which exceed the safety threshold (between 100 and 160 µg STX eq.100 g-1 ) most of the toxicities are under the safety limit. S. costatum culture S. costatum paste
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Figure 5 PSP toxins concentrations



These low toxicity scores are quite surprising and could tentatively be attributed to different factors : - oyster poorer physiological conditions : mortality rates significantly higher than in the previous experiments - shell valve activity inhibition in the early period of the contamination step longer than in the previous experiments thus probably inducing lower ingestion rates of toxic algae - Alexandrium minutum mean toxicity per cell lower than for the previous experiments : 0.61 pg eq STX per cell in February 2004 against 1.39 and 1.8 pg eq STX per cell respectively for October and April 2003 experiments. This low toxin production per cell seems to be related to a change in fluorescent lighting used in the culture room (differences in light spectra), which also seems to induce lighter pigmentation of cytoplasm in cultivated cells.
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Figure 6 PSP mean toxin concentrations and exponential trends



In order to check whether all three detoxification trends were belonging or not to the same detoxification pattern statistical comparison of the slopes of the linear regressions re-drawn from each group of data was performed (see 1.1). The results of the statistical analysis showed da/sda values respectively of 2.8 for the comparison between S.costatum culture and concentrated paste and of 1.1 for the comparisons between the control and any detoxification diet used. Considering 2.0 as a significant threshold it seems a significant (although small) difference do exist between algal diets, the pure culture being the most suitable way to detoxify oyster. However, these results should be taken with caution since detoxification kinetics are drastically different from typical trends obtained with 200 to 300 µg eq STX 100 g-1 initial toxicities. .
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4 RESULTS SYNTHESIS Initial toxicities are far lower than the expected ones, most probably due to : i) a higher mortality rate in the oyster population (about 7 % of the total amount), ii) a longer inhibition of shell valve activity and consequently of filtration and ingestion rates during contamination step, iii) a lower overall toxicity of Alexandrium cultures. Highest shell valve activities are observed with S.costatum pure cultures as detoxification diet. However, in this case, seston values exceeded 2.0 mg.l-1 and therefore resulted in high biodeposit production in oyster, mainly pseudo faeces. Despite slightly lower activities and detoxification efficiency with S.costatum concentrated paste this type of processed food seems suitable for detoxification purposes. Low toxin concentrations at detox.day = 0 (40 - 160 µg STX.eq.100g-1) make difficult a correct understanding of respective efficiencies of either Pure culture or concentrated paste of S.costatum since detoxification trend is not comparable with the typical exponential trend observed with 200 µg eq STX initial toxicity.
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